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1. OPENING OF THE SESSION 

The CHAIRMAN declared the seventh session of the Executive Board open. 

He explained the system of simultaneous interpretation and said that it 

was proposed as an experiment to add Spanish to the working languages during 

the present session. If the Board agreed to that proposal it would Ъе necessary 

in accordance with the terms of Rule 50 of the Rules of Procedure to suspend 

Rule 22， which provided only for French and English as working languages. If 

the proposal vere permanently adopted, consideration could Ъе given to the amend-

ment of the Rules. 

Decision: To suspend Rule 22 of the Rules of Procedure as allowed Ъу 
Hule 50 in order to provide for Spanish interpretation. 

The CHAIRMAN welcomed the members of the Board, among them the following 

new members: Dr. Bravo (Chile), Dr. Boidé (France)， Dr. Karabuda (Turkey), 

Dr. Lakshmanan (India)， Dr. Allwood-Paredes (El Salvador)• He also welcomed 

the representatives of the United Nations and the specialized agencies. He 

regretted the absence through illness of Sir Arcot Mudaliar and Professor Parisot; 

the latter -hoped to Ъе able to attend later in the session. 

2. OPENING ADDRESS BY THE CHAIRMAN: ‘ Item 1 of the Provisional agenda 

The CHAIRMAN, in his opening remarks, reviewed World Health Organization 

developments since the sixth session of the Board in June 1950， indicated 

important matters before the Board， and commented upon possible further Executive 

Board contributions to the strengthening of the Organization and progress 

towards world health. 
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The serious obstacles tc the Organization's efforts for world health, 

arising frc.in the unhappy .political and economic circumstances to which he had 

referred in his previous address to the Boards still continued. He went on to 

mention some results« (a) A certain group of States, recently joined by 

Poland, had abstained from taking any active part in the Organization. The 

Third World Health. Assembly had repeated previous declarations of the willingness 

of the Organization for a return of those States to active co-operation. 

(Ъ) The Organization had received a call from the United. Nations, to vhich it 

had responded promptly^ for assistance in dealing vith the health problems of 

the civil population of Korea, (c) Many countries had experienced difficulty 

in extending their health services in the face of urgent defence demands. 

He proceeded to mention some of the more satisfactory happenings of the 

last few months。 

(a) The general work of the Organization had gone forward very 

satisfactorily. The general technical services were well established in 

the es teen of a丄 1 countries; tiie adviscry services vere devel' ping 

efficiently and meeting a gr-vinç and important demnd frr assistance from 

goverrjnents in all parts c f the ж rid：- as the Board knew from its cwn 

examination the administration was srund and efficient。 The expert 

committees had submitted valuable reports to the present session. 

T h e

 important evolution of WHO in the direction cf regionalization 

was already shoving promise. The Organisation had gene far to meet the 

instructions of the Health Assembly to decentralize its activities, and 

many countries vere developing net merely a 1: cal sense of ccimnunity, but 

of active and constructive participation in WH;:. From the reports before 

the Board it v, uld Ъе seen that the reginal org^nizcaiond were showing 

vigour and initiative. 
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(c) Much progress had been made on the programme of technical assistance 

for the economic development of under-developed countries; approximately 

$1,500,000 had been made available for the first phase of the programme in 

1951. 

(d) Although a more prompt payment by countries of their contributions 

was desirable, the general f inancia l posit ion of the Organization in the 

present d i f f i c u l t times was sound, as would Ъе seen from the report of the 

Standing Committee on Administration and Finance which had been working fêr 

the last fortnight under the chairmanship of Dr. Stampar. 

(e) The instructions of the Assembly to ensure satisfactory 

co-ordination of international effort in health fields were being carried 

out both Ъу formal agreements and the active co-operation of WHO vith the 

specialized agencies and other international organizations. 

(f) The Third World Health Assembly had agreed with the view 

1 

expressed Ъу the Board in its report that the organizational structure was 

generally sound and efficient• A strong recommendation of the Board for 

the filling of the post of Deputy Director-General had been very happily 

met by the appointment of Dr. P. Dorolle, • 

He wished to acknovledge the full co-operation which he as Chairman 

had received from the Director-General and his staff. 

Turning to matters before the Board, the Claairman suggested that the 

following were deserving of special examination: 

(a) The agenda and plans for the Fourth World Health Assembly, 

(b) The programme of work fer a specific period. 

1 arf.R^c. fforld Hlth?Org, 26 
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(c) The reports of the expert and regional committees and proposed 

procedure for dealing with them. The work of such committees was rapidly 

becoming of increasing importance• 

(d) The programme， administrative and financial proposals for 1952 

submitted by the Director-General^ the examination of which had already been 

largely undertaken on the Board's behalf by the Standing Committee on 

Administration and finance, 

. (e) The report of the Standing Committee on Administration and Finance 

on other financial^ administrative and staff matters. 

. (,f) Technical assistance developments. 

(g) The Working Capital i\ind. 

“ ….,(h) Co-operation with other organizations, including co-ordination of 

the.work.of WHO with such organizations as UNICEF and the examination of 

proposals from the United Nations and.the 'Economic and Social Council
e 

^ Lastly， the JDirector-General would report during the session on the action 

taken in respect of all instructio.ns given by the Third World Health Assembly 

and by the B.oa^d at -its sixth session， о о . ‘‘ • 

With regard to the manner in which the Executive Board could take its proper 

place in the Organization and use its influence constructively and vigorously in 

the interests of vrorld health) the Chairman suggestred that 七he Boárd' was in a 

powerful and privileged position under the Constitution； first， because it had 

the right to act as the executive organ of the Health Assembly; secondly, 

becau.s^ it had the right to submit advice and proposals on its own initiative to 

the Health Assembly; thirdly, because it had the duty of submitting to the 

Assembly its agenda； and_, finally, on account.of its function of preparing the 

general programme of work for a specific period. 

First
5
 as the executive organ of the Health Assembly, while the Board obviously 

followed the. Health Assembly instructions found in formal resolutions, he felt 
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that it could pursue more actively the converse role of interpreting the 

Organization arid its work to the Health Assembly. The Board had taken a first 

step in that direction Ъу being formally represented at the Health Assembly, but 

still more could be done Ъу each шешЪег informing his colleagues at the Assembly 

about the work of the Organization and in promoting harmony among the Assembly, 

the Board and the Secretariat. 

Secondly, Ъу exercising its privilege and right of submitting proposels to 

the Health Assembly, the Board could suggest how to harness the immense force and 

resources for world health to Ъе found in all groups, international and national, 

official and voluntary, concerned in health activity. The excellent technique of 

expert panels and consultants was giving the Organization the experience, skill 

and co-operation of practically all the great world leaders in medicine and health. 

While the official recognition and representation at the Health Assembly of many 

international medical and allied groups was a great opportunity to enlist the 

enthusiasm， goodvill and energy of doctors, nurses, health and welfare workers in 

the interests of the Organization^ work, the Chairman felt that there were many 

other ways of promoting their со-operation• In addition the potential assistance 

u'f the great voluntary organizations, both national and international, should Ъе 

remembered. Since health was peculiarly an expression of the individual, the 

local family； the group and the coramunity，such non-official and voluntary groups 

were most necessary for health. development• It would Ъе unwise tc think of WHO 

merely in terms of national health administrations or of official agencies. 

Thirdly, in drafting the Health Assembly agenda more might Ъе 'done to 

provide for active participation by the professional, technical and vrluntary 

groups through direct representation and through national delegations. 
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Finally； the Board could exert a fundamental influence- cix the Health Assemtly 

and on the Organization through its .responsibility for preparing the genera], 

programme. 

In closing, the Chairman said he had n)t attempted to discuss the actual 

problems of wcrld health, with which the Organization was faced, such as the need 

for more trained health and medical people to vork in international fields, the 

need for infcrmaticn and accurate statistics, the need for converting knowledge 

to field practice and the need for local action against malnutrition, defect, 

disease and maladjustment. He had endeavoured to emphasize the functions and 

responsibilities of the Board as intermediary betveen the Health Assembly and 

the Secretariat in the interests not only of national delegations and 

administrations, but of the peoples of the vorld. 

3. ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA: Item 2 of the agenda (aocument ЕВТ/l Rev.l) 

The agencia vas adopted without discussion 

k. APPOINTMENT OF RAPPORTEUR: Item 3 cf the ¿¿enda 

On the proposal of the CHAIRMAN, Dr
e
 Canaperia was elected Rapporteur. It 

vas agreed that he should be assisted Ъу Г-г. Brady, Rapporteur of the Standing 

Committee on Administration and Finance• 

3 . STATEMENT BY THE DIRECTOR-GENERAL 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL briefly indicated the extensive changes in the 

environment in vhich WHO was at present called upon to wcrk, particularly the 

ever-increasing decentralization resulting from the setting up of regional 
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çr gañiz at ions., in. an attempt to help each country in the progressive and balanced 

development of its health, needs. Referring to the vast sources of funds now 

available for international health work from UNICEF, as well as those resulting 

from the development of technical assistance programmes and bilateral technical 

assistance programmes financed by the United Nations, the Commonwealth fund) 

individual countries, etc., he emphasized that the basic role of WHO in the 

changed environment was that of co-ordination and integration of a variety of 

programmes within the field of health. He wished to make clear that the new 

developments in no way relieved WHO of the enormous demands being made upon it; 

on the contrary the responsiMlity of the Organization was greater than ever 

before, in that it was asked to supply highly qualified technical personnel, and 
V . 

to control technical aspects in order to ensure the sound implementation of the 

various programmes. 

In a reference to his introductory statement at the opening meeting of the 

Standing Committee on Administration and Finance''- appropriate parts of which had 

been incorporated in the introduction to that committee's report - he reiterated 

the importance of recognizing the new atmosphere in which WHO vas IXGV working and 

the need for making necessary adjustments to drastically changed circumstances. 

The meeting rose at 10Л^ a.m. 
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1. OPENING OF THE SESSION 

. • • ‘ • . 

The CHAIRMAN declared the seventh session of the Executive Board open. 

He explained the system of simultaneous interpretation'and said that it 

was proposed as an experiment to add Spanish to the working, languages during 

the present session. If the Board agreed to that proposal it would Ъ兗 necessary 

in accordance with the terms of Rule 50 of the Rules of Procedure to suspend 

Rule 22, which provided only for French and English as working languages. If 
. . . . . . 

the proposal were permanently adopted, consideration, could be given, to the amend-

ment of the Rules. 
“ ‘： • • • •：. . 

Decision: To suspend Rule 22 of the Rules of Procedure as allowed by 
Rule 50 in order to provide for Spanish, interpretation. 

• . • • - - . - . ： . 

The CHAIRMAN welcomed the members of the Board, among them the following 

new members: Dr. Bravo (Chile), Dr. Boidé (France), Dr. Karabuda (Turkey), 

Dr. Lakshmanan ( I n d i a ) D r . Allwood-Paredes (El Salvador). He also welcomed 

the representatives o.f the United Nations and the specialized agencies. He 

regretted the absence through illness of Sir Arcot Mudaliar and Professor Parisot; 

the latter hoped to be able to. attend later in the session. 

2. OPENING ADDRESS OF THE CHAIRMAN: (item 1 of the Provisional Agenda) 

The CHAIRMAN, in his opening remarks, reviewed World Health Organization 

‘ . . • . • , • 

developments since the sixth session of the Board in June 195Q, indicated 

important matters before the Board, and commented upon possible further Executive 

Board contributions to the strengthening of the Organization and progress 

towards world health. 
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» . . • • • . 

The serious obstacles to the Organization's efforts for world health, 

arising from the unhappy political and economic circumstances to which he had 

referred in his previous address to the Board, still continued. He went on to 

mention some results. (a) A certain group of States, recently joined Ъу 

Poland, had abstained from taking any active part in the Organization. The 

Third World Health Assembly had repeated previous declarations of the willingness 

of the Organization for a return of those States to active co-operation, 

(b) The Organization had received a call from the United Nations, to which it 

had responded promptly, for assistance in dealing with the health problems of 

the civil population of Korea, (c) Many countries had experienced difficulty 

in extending their health services in the face of urgent defence demands. 

He proceeded to mention some pf the.more satisfactory happenings of the 

last few months. 

(a) The general work of the Organization had gone forward very 

satisfactorily. The general technical services were well established in 

the esteem of all countries; the advisory services were developing 

efficiently and meeting a growing and important demand for assistance from 

governments in all parts of the world； as the Board knew from its own 

examination the administration was sound and efficient. The expert 

committees had submitted valuable reports to the present session. 

(b) The important evolution of WHO in the direction of regionalization 

was already showing promise. The Organization had gone far to meet the 

instructions of the Health Assembly to decentralize its activities, and 

many countries 

were developing not merely* a. local sense of comiiiuiii"tŷ  but 

of active and constructive participation in WHO. From the reports before 

the Board it would be seen "that the regional organizations were showing 
vigour and initiative• 
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: • (с) Much progress had been made on the programme of technical assistance 

for the economic development of under-developed countries； approximately 

$1,500,000 had been made available for the first phase of the programme in 

. 1 9 5 1 . • • 

⑷ . A l t h o u g h a more prompt payment by countries of their contributions 

was desirable, the general financial position of the Organization in the 

；present ̂  difficult times was sound, as vould be seen from the report of the 

Standing Committee on:Administration and Finance, which had been working for 

the last fortnight under the chairmanship of Dr. Stampar. 

(e) The instructions of the Assembly to ensure satisfactory-

co-ordination of internatienal effort in health fields were being carried 

out both Ъу formal agreements and the active co-operation of WHO with the 

specialized agencies and other international organizations. 

(f ) The Third. World Health Assembly had agreed with the view ； •.；. 

expressed by the; Board in its report
1

 that the organizational structure was 

generally sound and efficient. A strong recommendation of the Board for 

the filling of the post of Deputy Director-General had Ъееп very happily 

met Ъу the appointment of Dr. P. Dorolle. ,’.、 

He wished to acknowledge the full co-operation vhiçh he as Chairman 

had received, from the Director-General and his staff. 

Turning .to matters before the Board, the Ch&irman suggested that, the 

following were deserving of special examination: 

(a) The agenda and plans for the Fourth World Health Assembly. 

(b) The programme of work for a specific period. 

Official Records Ne. 26 



(с) The reports of the expert and regional committees and proposed 

」；procedure for dealing with them.；- -The vork of such committees was rapidly 

.…•.•-——.:.••... . ... ‘ 
bècoming of increasing importance,. 

•• ‘ (d) The programme,, administrative and financial proposals for 1952 
. ... . . . .. 

：.submitted by the Director-General-, ' the examirik'tïon of which had already been 
. , - • ‘ ： . ：.•' 

largely undertaken on the Eoprd's. behalf by *the Standing Committee on 

Administration and Finance, • ； ° .... ,. 

(
e
j The report of the Standing Cotómittée on Administration and Finance 

.厂 on other financial, administrative and staïf matters. 
• ‘ • • 

(f) Technical assistance developments, 
• • * • . ¿ 

(g) The working capital fund. 

‘.•• • '' (h) Co-operation with other organizátions； including co-ordination of 

the work of WHO with such organizations '.ae UNICEF and the 

proposals from the United Nations and.thè Economic and Social Council. 

Lastly, the Director-General would -report duriiig the session on the action 

taken in respect of all instructions given >y the'Third World Health Assembly 

• _ 

and Ъу the Board at its sixth session. 

Turning to the third major subjeçt he- had m'entioned, the Chairman e^ressed 

the view that the Board should consider how it coûïd use its influence 
‘ ‘ «•，• • *•• • 

constructively and vigorously in the interests of world health. He suggested 

that the Board was in a powerful and privilege^ position under the Constitution 

because it had the right to act as the executive organ of the Assembly, it had 

the right to submit advice and proposals on its own initiative to the Health 

Assembly, it prepared the agenda of the Assembly and it prepared the general 

programme of work for a specific period. 

First, as the executive organ of the Assembly, while the Board obviously 

followed the Health Assembly instructions found in formal resolutions, he felt 
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that it could pursue more actively the converse role of interpreting the 

Qrganizatton and its work, to the Health Assembly. The Board had taken a first 

step in that direction Ъу being formally represented at the Health Assembly, but 

still more could be done Ъу each member informing his colleagues at the Assembly 

about the work of the Organization and in promoting harmony among the Assembly, 

the Board and the Secretariat. 

• Secondly, Ъу exercising .its privilege and right of submitting proposals to 

the Health Assembly, the Board could suggest how to harness the,immense force and 

resource日 for world health to Ъе found in.all groups, international and national, 

official and voluntary，, concerned in health activity. The excellent technique of 

expert panels and consultants was giving the Organization the experience, skill 

and co-operation of practically all the great, vorld leaders in medicine and health. 

While the official recognition and representation at the Health Assembly of many 

international medical and allied groups was a great opportunity to enlist the 

enthusiasm, goodwill and energy of.doctors, nurses^ health and welfare workers in 

the interests of the Organization's work, the Chairman felt that there were many-

other ways of promoting their co-operation. In addition the potential assistance 

of the great voluntary organizations
;
 both national and international, should Ъе 

remembered. Since health was peculiarly an expression of the individual, the 

local family； the group and the community, such non-official and voluntary
;
 groups 

were most necessary for health development•. It would be unwise to think of WHO 

merely in terms of national health administrations or of official agencies• 

Thirdly, in drafting the Health Assembly agenda more might be done to 

provide for active participation Ъу the professional, technical and voluntary 

groups through direct representation and through national delegations. 
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Finally, the Board could exert a fundamental influence on the Health Assembly 

and on the Organization through its responsibility for preparing the general 

programme. 

ïn closing, the Chairman said he had net attempted to discuss the actual 

probiens of world health with, which the Organization was faced, such as the need 

for more trained health and.medical people to work in international fields, the 

neçdl for informaticn and. accurate statistics, the need, for converting knowledge 

to field practice and the need for local action against malnutrition, defect, 

disease and. maladjustment. He had endeavoured to emphasize the functions and 

responsibilities of the Board as intermediary between the Health Assembly and 

the.Secretariat in the interests not only of national delegations and 

administrations, but of the peoples of the world. 

3. ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA; Item 2 of the Agenda (Document EST/l/Rev.l) 

• “ 

The agenda was adopted without discussion 

红。 APPOINTMENT OF RAPPORTEURS Item 3 of the Agenda 

On the proposal of the CHAIRMAN, Dr
0
 Canaperia was elected Rapporteur• It 

vas agreed that he should be assisted by Dr. Brady, Rapporteur of the Standing 

Committee on Administration and Finance. 1 _ . - • • . . 

.' 、 ^ * . 

5 , STATEMENT BY THE DIRECTOR-GENERAL 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL briefly indicated the extensive changes in the 

environment in which WHO was at present called upon to work， particularly the 

ever-increasing decentralization re^o'ting from the setting up of regional 
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organizations^ in an attempt to help each country in the progressive and balanced 

development of its health needs. Referring to the vast sources of funds now 

available for international health work from UNICEF, as well as those resulting 

from the development of technical assistance programmes and bilateral technical 

assistance programmes financed Ъу the United Nations， the Commonwealth fund， 

individual countries, etc., he emphasized that the basic role of WHO in the 

changed environment was that of co-ordination and integration of a variety of 

programmes within the field of health. He wished to make clear that the new 

developments in no way relieved WHO of the enormous demands being made upon it; 

on the contrary the responsibility of the Organization was greater than ever 

before, in that it was asked to supply highly qualified technical personnel, and 

to control technical aspects in order to ensure the sound implementation of the 

various programmes. 

In a reference to his introductory statement at the opening meeting of the 

Standing Committee on Administration and Finance
7

- appropriate parts of which had 

been incorporated in the introduction to that committee
!

s report - he reiterated 

the importance of recognizing the new atmosphere in which WHO was nov working and 

the need for making necessary adjustments to drastically changed circumstances. 

The meeting rose at 10.4^ a.m. 


